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Hot Weather Sltelter for 
Lactating Dairy Cattle 

Gordon L. Nelson and George W. A. Mahoney 
Department of Agricultural Engineering 

and 

Ernest R. Berousek 
Department of Dairying 

The depres,ing effects of high environmental temperatures on milk 
production, feed consumption and body weight of dairy cows are well 
knmm. The reactions of dairy cattle subjected to high temperatures 
under (on trolled atmospheric conditions have been reported and re
viewed (I. 3, II, 15, 18, 25, 27) .* High temperature effects under 
natural or field conditions have also been reported (4. 6, H, 11. I :l. 20, 
21, 26, 2H. 29, ~{0) . 

:\leans of reducing stress from high temperatures through practical 
measure, include provisions of shade (4, 8, 9, H, 20, 21), sprinkling 
with water (19, ell, 32), evaporative coolers (4, 9, 20, 21). and air 
conditioning (II, 12) . 

Rag,dale ct a!. (2±) report depressing effects on milk production 
began to be noticed when temperatures exceeded 85° F. Other findings 
by Ragsdale !'I a!. (23) indicate that the critical temperature may be 
conditioned by breed or size of cattle. Brody (2) reported that 70° to 

I ()(F F. diurnal temperature rhythm had roughly the same depressing 
effect on lactating dairy cattle as an 85° F. constant environmental 
temperature. ;\]so, it was noted that dairy cattle seemed to become 
acclimated to the temperature after the first week of exposure to the 70° 
to !O<r F. diurnal rhythm; whereas a constant temperature of 85° F. 
caused deterioration. 

States in the southwestern and south central United States have 
an appreciable number of hours of temperature above 85° F. (Figure I). 
Records of the United States Weather Bureau indicate that large por
tions of Oklahoma and Texas have I 000 hours or more each year when 

"*~umcrals ln parentheses refer to ''Literature Cited,'' pages 45-46. 

Research reported herein was done under Oklahoma Station Project 677. 
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Fig. I.-A Yerage annual number o[ hours of temperatures ahoYe 85 F. occuning in 
the l'. S., based on 5-year records, U. S. 1.Veathcr Bureau. 

dry buill temperatme, :tre above 83° F. This amounts ro ll percent of 
the total time each year. 

The states of Texa:;, Oklahoma, Kansas, "\lissouri, Arkamas, Louisi
ana, and Mississippi all lie \\·ithin or partially within a zone having 
more than 750 hours of temperature above 85° F. each year. .\cconling 
to the 1950 census (34) this area has J 9 percent of the dairy um· popu
lation in the U. S., but in 19,19 prolluced only 8.6 percent of the 1dwlc 
milk and 14.9 percent o.E the cream sold in the United States. Conditions 
other than weather doubtles'i contribute to this situation. Hmvever, 
experiments in controLled temperature chambers haYe shown that hot 
weather is a dqHc,sing factor. 

The Oklahoma :\gricultural Experiment Station began experiments 
in the hte summer of :950 to obtain data 011 the performance and use 
of a temperature-controlled, hot weather shelter for dairy cattle as com
parell to a more or les', conventional open-front shelter: :md to obtain 
data on the perfonnall( e of lactating dairy ca ttlc that used the shelters. 
The experiments 11ere continued through 1953. During 1952 and 1953, 
the performance of bctating dairy cattle 11·ith no smnmcrtime shelter 
whatever was compared 1\·ith that of cattle with shelter. The engineer
ing and cow performance aspects of the work are reported here in Parts 
I and II, respectively. 
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PART I 

Engineering Aspects of Environmental 
Control in Hot Weather Shelters 

METHODS AND MATERIALS 

5 

Two ,pecial structures were erected for providing temperature
controlled and non-temperature-controlled shelter, respectively. 

The temperature-controlled shelter was 26 by 50 feet with an en
tr;mce vestibule and instrument room on the cast end. Lightweight 
concrete blocks, manufactured with an expanded shale aggregate and 
with core spaces filled with the same kind of aggregate to reduce heat 
gain, were used for the wall construction. Certain sections of the south 
and east walls were built with other types of concrete block and core 
filling lor experiments on heat gain. The south and north walls and 
windows were shaded by an extended roof overhang to reduce heat 
gain from solar irradiation. 

The shelter was ceiled with cement asbestos sheathing and insulated 
over the ceiling with a nominal 2-inch thick, paper-backed insulation 
blanket. The attic space floor was unlined. The attic space was venti
lated through a screened and louvered opening in the east gable end 
with a net free opening of ll \4 square feet an<i and access door in the 
west gable end with an opening area of approximately 7Y2 square feet. 
The roof was covered with heavyweight, 2~1-inch corrugated aluminum 
roofing donated by Kaiser ,\lnminnm and Chemical Sales, Inc. 

Cooling and ventilating equipment for the cooled shelter included 
an NOOO cfm evaporative cooler which discharged into the west end of 
the shelter, :md two 30-inch attic fans. Cooler operation was controlled 
by a standard, bi-metallic swi tell which responded to a five-degree 
temperature variation. The low initial cost and energy cost of evapora· 
tive cooling as compared to cooling with refrigerative equipment was 
the chief consideration in tbe choice of evaporative cooling. 

Operation of the evaporati\-e cooler in the cooled shelter was con
tmlled by a temperature-sensitive switch, which was normally adjusted 
to turn the cooler on at 80° F. Continuous traces of temperature and 
relative humidity were maintained in the cool shelter with a recording 
instrument mounted 3 feet above the floor in the central area of the 
shelter. A recording instrument to provide continuous traces of outdoor 
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temperature and humidity was maintained in a standard outdoor instru
ment shelter in the pasture area in which the experimental shelters 
were located. 

It should be recognized that complete temperature control is not 
possible with evaporative cooling, since outdoor wet bulb temperature 
limits the dry bulb temperature depression which can be obtained. 
However, if dairy cattle shelter cooling were to be applied in dairy 
farm management, managers would doubtless adopt the cooling system 
which would be lowest .in cost, but adequate insofar as temperature con
trol is concerned. Since evaporative coolers of adequate air delivery rate 
can generally maintain temperatures below 85° F. in the cooled space, 
it appeared that evaporative cooling would be a reasonable choice. 

The non-temperature controlled shelter was a conventional, open
front, south-facing loafing barn 2(i feet 6 inches wide by 48 feet 8 inches 
long. Trussed rafters on a pole supporting framework comprised the 
structural frame. The walls were sheathed with l-inch vertical boards. 
The roof was covered with heavyweight, 2y2-inch corrugated aluminum 
roofing donated by Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Sales, Inc. The 
north wall was equipped with 4 by 4 foot plywood panels which could 
be individually removed to provide various patterns of rear-wall \entila
tion opening. 

RESULTS 

The site for the two experimental shelters was on the south slope of 
a pasture, well exposed to prevailing southerly winds. The pasture was 
divided by fences, so that each shelter was in a pasture area of approxi
mately 15 acres. The pasture included some shade trees which were 
fenced off during the second year of the experiment to denv the cows 
access to shade from trees. 

Cool Shelter Temperature 
Analysis of temperature in the cool shelter for the first season, 

1950, showed that the maximum indoor dry bulb temperature was H4° F.; 
and that the average indoor temperature during the hottest hours of 
seven hottest days averaged 80° F. Outdoor-indoor temperature differ
ence averaged ll F. degrees during the hottest part of the day, with an 
average maximum difference of 12 F. degrees. During the 1951 experi
mental period, the maximum daytime temperatures in the shelter 
aYeraged H4° F., with ;-m average maximum outdoor temperature of 
92.5° F. 

Linear regression analyses of the outdoor and indoor dry bulb tem
peratures at '1:00 p.m., normally the hour of peak temperatures, were 
made for the data collected during the 1952 and 19.1J3 summers. These 
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analyses yielded the regression equations t;=0.29Rt 0 +56.5 for the 1952 
data; and t;=0.227 t+61.6 for the 1953 data. In these experiments t; is 
the indoor dry bulb temperature and t0 is the outdoor dry bulb tempera
ture, both in degrees Fahrenheit, at ·1:00 p.m. These relationships are 
graphed in Figure 2. During both the 1%2 and 1953 summers, the shel
ter was continuously occupied by four lactating dairy cows from 
shortly after the morning milking until they were taken out for the after
noon milking at approximately 4:00 p.m. \'\'bile the barn was occupied 
by cattle during daytime, all doors were closed, hut windows were open 
for exhaust for the cooler. Between the evening and morning milkings, 
the cattle were free to leave the shelter and graze in adjoining pasture. 

85 90 95 100 105 110 
Outdoor Temperature, t 0 , F. At 4:00 P.M. 

Fig. 2.-.\ Yerage ,·ariation of indoor, coolerl-shelter temperature with outdoor tempera
ture. 

Cool Shelter Humidity 

A characteristic of evaporative cooling is that the moisture ratio. 
and hence the relative humidity and partial pressure of the water vapor 
in the air, are increased, thus making heat dissipation through evapora
tion of moisture from surfaces of dairy cattle more difficult. Relative 
humidity in the cool shelter during the 1952 and EJ.r)3 summers generally 
fluctuated between 70 ami RO percent during the afternoon hours when 
temperatures were highest, ami seldom exceeded HO percent.. Mean 
relative humidity at ·1:00 p.m. averaged 72 percent during the 1952 
summer. These humidity conditions were typical for the summers of 
1951 and 1953 a'> well. During the 1950 season, the experiments were 
begun during the latter part of the summer during cooler weather. Rel<t
tive humidities during that season averaged approximately 80 percent 
in the shelter with maximums of a~ much as ~10 percent. 
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Cciol Shelter Fly Control and Cleanliness 

The increased relative humidit\ due to e\;tporati\e coolinti was 
accompanied by lly and odor problems. The combination of high 
humidities aml cool temperatures seeri1ed to be attractive to flies. iVIea
sures to control flies included screening of v1·indows which were kept 
open for cooler exhaust. :,praying, and a network of cordage soaked 
with a toxic liquid and suspended from the ceiling. J Iowever, in spite 
of control measures. the fly population was gener:tlh at an objectional 
lc\ e l. 

The increa-,ed humidity seemed to accentuate the normal cow odor, 
and to require more bedding and more frequent cleaning than would 
be needed for an ordinary. open-type loafing barn during the summer 
season. 

Open Shelter Temperature 

ln a dry climate such as is characteristic of central Oklahoma dur
ing summertime, the dry bulb temperature and air tnO\ement rate are 
important indices of comfort for cattle in an open shelter with a high 
roof. ,\n analysis was made of maximum temperatures in the shelter 
for a 41\-day period during the 190:! summer. These temperatures "·ere 
:-.ignificantly higher than the maximum outdoor temperatures h\ to 
111~ Fahrenheit d eg-recs. The temper a tures were a 11 measured 1ri til a II 
of the rear wall openings closed. It is belie,·ed that differences would 
haYe been even smaller had the rear wall panels been removed to allow 
free yentilation through the shelter. 

Open Shelter .l\atural Ventilation 

Lxperimenh i\'erc conducted during I<J50 and I~F1:! to e\·;tluatc the 
effect of rear wall openings on air motion through the open-front shel
ter. The rear wall consisted ol ·1 ft. by I it. panels which could be indi
vidually remo\'Cll. The method of conducting· the experiment consisted 
in rentoving panels to 1noyide the desired amount ol opening area cx
prc"cd as a percentage of the gross rear wall area. . \nemometer lLt· 
'erscs were then made at heights of :!~~ ft. and ;) it.. respenively, 11·ith 
a rotating vane anemometer. One such series of traverses were made 
along a line li ft. from the open front of the shelter, and one along a 
line (j ft. ahead of the rear wall. SimulLtneous anemometet readings 
i\'ere made in the shelter and 25 ft. beyond the end. All observations 
were made during souther!\ 1rinds. with anemomettT.s oriented to lace 
south. 
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Front, 5 Ft. Above Floor 

Front, 2t Ft. Above Floor 

---Openings In Lower Half Of Wall 
---Openings In Lower Half Of Wall 

Percent Of Rear Wall Open 

Fig-. :!.-Effect of openings in rear wall of an open shelter on air motion at front of 
shelter. 

The results of these experiments are graphed in Figure 3 for air 
motion at the front of the shelter, and Figure 4 for air motion at the 
rear of the shelter. These graphs were fitted by linear regression analysis 
to averages of velocity readings at 4 ft. intervals through the two 12-ft. 
center bay of the shelter. The end walls produced end effects which 
reclucecl the wind velocities near the end wall as is apparent in Figure 5. 
Hence, the data of Figures 3 and 4 are applicable to only the central 
portions of an open shelter to within approximately 12 ft. from each 
end wa 11. 

Fig. 1.-Effect of openings in n·ar wall of an open shelter on air motion at n·ar of 
shelter. 
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Q) 
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Oiston<:e From West End, In Feet 
Fig. 5.-End wall effects on air motion through an open shelter. 

lt is clear that air motion can be markedly increased by openings 

m the rear wall of an open front shelter which faces prevailing winds. 
Effects at the front half of the shelter seem to be independent of whe
ther the rear openings are low or high in the wall. However, a "funnel
ing" effect occurs in the rear half of the shelter such that wind spee(b 

are much higher near the floor than at the 5 ft. level if the openings arc 
in the lower half of the wall. 

1\:o effect was I•oted due to horiwntal discontinuit) of the rear wall 
openings. In some case,., only every third or every other panel was re
moved. However, no appreciable differences were noted in wind speeds 

ahead of the closed panels as compared to the open panels. 

Air motion is known to have an important effect on surface tem

peratures and the temperature gradient at the surface of dairy cattle. 

Therefore, it seems desirable that open-front cattle shelten which are 

intended to provide maximum hot weather comfort be eyuipped with 

generous openings in the lower portions of the rear wall. Provision of 

openings amounting to ~.{1 of the gross area of the rear wall should pro

duce air speeds in the central area of the shelter approximate!) Y:! or 
more of the outdoor wind speed, if the shelter faces the wind. 

Open Shelter Cleanliness 

As contrasted with the evaporatively-cooled shelter, no cleaning or 

bedding were required for the open-front shelter, since the free ventila-
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Lion of the shelters maintained dry, relatiYely dean conditions through
out the summer. The []y population did not seem as high or trouble
some to the cattle in the open shelter as in the cool shelter, although 
no fly counts or studies of fly population were conducted. 

Energy Use by Evaporative Cooler 

Energy use by the eyaporative cooler in the cool shelter was metered 
throughout the experiments. The mean energy use per 24 hr. period 
during July and August, 1951, 1952, and 195t) was fl.77 kw.-hr., or 0.783 
kw.-hr. per 21 hr. period per 1000 cu. ft. of volume in the cooled shelter. 
In 1950, the experiment did not commence until /\ugust. 1. The mean 
power consumption for the month of August, 1950, was 9.57 kw.-hr. per 
24 hr. period. For the entire summer experimental period, which for 
the years 1951 through 1953 averaged 98 days in June, July, August, 
and September the mean pm,·er use was 8.02 kw.-hr. per 2'1 hr. period, or 
0. 71 b kw.-hr. per 24 period per 1000 cu. ft. of cooled space. The 
cooler had a nominal rating of 8000 cfm., or a nominal capacity of 0.711 
air changes per minute for the shelter space. 

A study was made of the data on energy use by the evaporative 
< ooler as a function of the outdoor average dry bulb temperature during 
the 1952 summer, and the maximum dry bulb temperature during the 
1953 summer. The average temperature was taken as the mean of the 
daily maximum and minimum. The results of fitting a straight line by 
least squares to the data are shown in Figure 6. It is noted that power 
use for evaporative cooling more than doubles when the maximum out
door temperature is 100° F. as compared to H5 o F. 

Fig. !i.-Energy use for C\aporatiYe t:ooling· of experimental dairy (·attic shelter. 
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Effect of Attic Fan Operation 

An experiment was conducted during the summer of lY52 to study 
the effect on evaporative cooling requirements of operation of attic fans 
to accomplish nighttime cooling. Such cooling effect could conceivably 
reduce the need for daytime evaporative cooling. The experiment 
covered a 50-day period, during which 5 five-day periods were scheduled 
with and withmil attic fan operation, respectively. \Vhen the attic fans 
were used, the ceiling hatches to the fan chambers were opened at be
tween 4:30 and 5:00 p.m. Time-controlled switches for the fam were 
set to run the attic fans from 4:00 to 6:00 a.m. the following morning, 
since the lowest nighttime temperatures usually occur during that time. 

Mean energy consumption by the evaporative cooler during the 
experiment was 10.2 kw.--hr. per 2·! hr. when no attic fan ventilation was 
used, and 9.7 kw.-hr. when evaporative cooling was supplemented by 
use of attic fans. Analysis of variance of the energy use data as affected 
by attic fan ventilation yielded an "f' value non-significant at the five 
percent level. 

Sol-Air Temperature Studies 

Solar irradiation is one of the important factors 11·hich determine 
heat gain to building and animal surface during hot summer weather. 
In these experiments on hot weather shelter for dairy cattle, it W<h 

found necessary to evaluate heat gain due to solar irradiation in order 
to compare the performance of several building material surfaces; ami 
to compare dairy cow surfaces of differing characteristics and under 
'ary ing wind speeds. It was found that the sol-air temperature concept 
was useful for this purpose. Results of these experiments have been 
reported (21 ,22) . 

In these experimems, the sol-air temperature concept was found to 
be useful as a basis for evaluating the heat gain characteristics of dif
ferent kinds of concrete block masonry wall construction in the cooled 
dairy cattle shelter, for comparing surface temperatures of metal roof 
coverings, and for evaluating the temperature respome of dairy cattle 
surfaces outdoors in hot weather. 

Cattle Surfaces Under Metal Roofs 

The sol-air thermometer was used to measure the temperalllre nsc 
of four cattle surface specimens when exposed to irradiation from the 
ga I van ized steel roof covering on the open-front shelter used in these 
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Table I.-Surface Temperature Rise of Cattle Surface Specimens, 
August ll, 1953. 

Effect 

Breed and Color 
H~reford. red 
Abcrdecr{-Angus, black 
Jersey, fawn 
He1eford. whit<-

Time of Obser;·ation 

1204 p.!L 

1217 
1225 
1231 
1239 
1252 
1302 
131i 
1332 
134i 
1402 
141i 

Mean Temperature 
Rise, te - t 0 

Deg. F Percent 

3.70 100 
2.7+ 7+ 
2.3+ 63 
2.30 62 

2.30 55 
1.92 46 
0.77 18 
0.85 23 
3.70 88 
3.33 79 
2.15 51 
3.53 8+ 
3.37 80 
3.36 80 
4.19 100 
2.40 57 

experimenh. The sol-air thermometer was mounted I ft. above the 
earth floor and l 0 ft. from the east end of the shelter and approximately 
8 ft. from the \outh-facing open-front. A total of 12 sets of observations 
were mallc ;t r I 5 minute in ten als (approximately) during the after
noon of . \ugust 11, l 953. Bright sunshine on the metal roofs prevailed 
during the ohseryations .. \ir temperatures varied from 91.5° F. to 
9~1.0 F. Each set of obsenatiom on each specimen included readings 
at each of three thermocouple junctions on each skin specimen. \Vind 
speed through the shelter Yaried from 0 to 260 ft jmin. 

The temperature rise of the specimen's surfaces due to irradiation 
from the roof and other parts of the shelter was computed for each 
obseryation by subtracting the air temperature from the specimen's sur
face temperature. Tile means of the temperature rises are listed in Table 
I on the ba-,is of differences in color and breed of cattle from which the 
specimens were obtained; and time of observation. Statistical analysis 
of variance in temperature rise due to differences in specimens and 
hour of obserYation indicated that these effects were statistically signifi
cant above the one perceut confidence level. These temperature rises 
may be regarded as the additional temperature increment by which the 
air in the '>helter should be warmed to produce the same heat gain to 
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upward-facing cattle surfaces as is produced by irradiation from the 
metal roof and other parts of the shelter. It is evident that the lighter 
colored hair coats have a definite advantage compared to a black Aber
deen-Angus hair coat. l1: is of interest that the radiation effect, princi
pally from the metal roof covering on the south slope of the shelter, 
was sufficient to give a significant and measurable respome in the sol
air thermometer. 

Shelter Heat Gain Studies 

One of the objectives of the shelter studies was to obtain data on 
the amount of heat gain through roof and wall components of shelters. 
Such data can be of help in selection of materials which will minimize 
heat gain to the interior of a shelter and as a result reduce the heating 
load on cooling equipment and animals. Extensive data on the thermal 
properties of many different construction materials are currently sum
marized in theASHRAE Guide, but data are not available for materials 
including 8-inch concrete block masonry and metal rool cO\·erings
both of which are important construction materials for livestock shel
ters. Therefore, experiments were conducted to (I) compare the heat 
gain characteristics of different kinds of 8-inch concrete block masonry 
construction, (2) evaluate radiant heat gain from metal roof coverings, 
and (3) study the effect of attic space ventilation on temperatures in 
attic spaces over cooled shelters. 

Heat Gain; Concrete Block Masonry 

The west wall of the temperature-controlled livestock ,,helter in
cluded twelve special sections which were incorporated in the wall dur
ing construction. These sections were arranged as in Figure 7. Sections 
3, 6, 7, and I 0 were constructed with pumice aggregate block; sections 
2, 5, H, and 11 with sand and crushed rock aggregate block; and ,ections 
1, 4, 9, and 12 with expanded shale aggregate block. The cores of the 
block in lower sections 'l and 12 were filled with expanded -;hale aggre
gate. The cores in the other lower sections were filled with pumice ag
gregate. The upper sections were not filled. Painting treatment of the 
exterior surfaces consisted of two coats of portland cement base white 
paint on sections 7 through 12, while sections I through G were un
painted. The appearance of panels 7 through 12 before painting is illus
trated in Figure 8. The indoor surfaces of the ·walls and ceiling of the 
shelter were painted white. 
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shelter. 

Fig. 8.-Appearance of experimen tal pan els before painting. 
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The west wall was chosen for studies of heat gain through con
cretF. block masonry because high outdoor temperatures and maximum 
solar irradiation intensity generally coincide for west-facing surfaces. 
Hence, differences in heat gain resulting from different block treatments 
or characteristics are accentuated and more readily obseryecl. 

Data on heat gain through the spenal concrete block masonry sec
tions were col lected with a heat flow meter. This device consists of a 
thin bakelite wafer fastened or held in intimate contact with t he surface 
from which heat transfer is to be measured. Thermopiles embedded in 
each face of the meter generate an e.m.f. due to the temperature grad
ient which exists across the wafer. In these experiments a recording 
potentiometer was used to obtain a continuous trace of meter output. 
The meter is calibrated in terms of btu per hr.-sq. ft. per millivolt out
put. Figure 9 depicts the heat flow 
meter in place on the inside wall 
face of one of the special wall sec
tions. Drafting tape was used to c:,=::::::=::~ 

seal the edges of the meter to pre
vent air circulation between the 
wall surface and contact face of the ·• 
meter. 

Data on heat gain for at least 
one 24-hr. period were collected 
through each of the west wall sec
tions on days when solar irradia-· 
tion was relatively undiminished 
by douds or haze. 

Since heat gain data could not · 
be collected simultaneously for a llj 
twelve of the special sections but 
instead was obtained for only one 
section :~t a time per 24-hr. period, 
the data reflected the effects of 

Fig. 9.-Heat flow meter installed on in· 
side (ace o( west wall, ex peri
m ental shelter. 

day-to-cby differences in outdoor weather conditions as well as differ
ences in characteristics of the concrete block masonry. T herefore, it 
was necessary to reduce the data tO a uniform basis which would not 
be unduly confounded by differences in solar irradia tion , outdoor 
temperature, and indoor temperature. -rhis was <lone by selecting the 
three consecutive maximum values of heat gain for each type and treat
ment of block as measured by the heat ga in meter and dividing each 
of the maximum results b y the corresponding one of three consecutive 
maximum values of "sol-air minus indoor air temperatu re" to obtain 
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a coefficient, designated Ue,max, which has the dimensions of btujhr.
sq. ft.-deg. temperature difference. Therefore, U<>,max is defined by the 
expression: 

(Equation I) 

ln thi> study the sol-air temperature te was computed for half-hour in
tervals on the basis of measured values of solar irradiation intensity and 
previously determined values o£ b j fcro for the concrete block masonry 
surfaces obtained from sol-air thermometer studies. The indoor tempera
ture ti was taken as the mean of temperatures read at half-hour intervals 
during the hours 1300 to 2030 from a continuous trace of indoor tem
peratures. Therefore, it is assumed that the indoor air temperature was 
constant at this mean value--an assumption which was not far from 
reality since the indoor temperature seldom fluctuated more than 3 or 
4 degrees during these hours. 

The mean time lag between the hour of maximum temperature 
difference (te-ti) and maximum heat gain was taken as the interval 
between the mean time of occurrence of the maximum temperature 
difference and maximum heat gain. 

Result> of the analysis of heat gain are presented in Table II. The 
values of Ue,max were subjected to statistical analysis of variance with 
the results as given in Table Ill. All of the variance ratios were found 
to be significant above the 99 percent confidence level. 

It is clear that by appropriate selection and treatment of 8-inch 
concrete block for wall construction of cooled shelters, maximum heat 
gain rate can be reduced to less than one-half of the highest values that 
can occur. Concrete block made with pumice aggre12;ate exhibited a 
Ue,max of about 0.25 when the cores are filled with pumice aggregate and 
the weather side is painted white as compared to a value of 0.56 for 
block manufactured with sand and crushed rock aggregate, unpainted 
and with cores empty. 

Although the average reduction in the mean value of u ... max due to 
white paint as compared to an unpainted surface was approximately 13 
percent, the effect was not consistent as is apparent from the ue.max 

values for expanded shale aggregate block, for example. It appears that 
these inconsistent variations gave rise to the relatively large variance 
ratio due to "Interactions" in Table III. It is to be noted that the ex
panded shale aggregate concrete block sections show little effect due to 
either painting or core filling. It is believed that such effects may have 
been obscured because all of the expanded shale block sections were at 



Table H.-Analysis of Heat Gain, Concrete Block Masonry Walls, West-Facing Exposure 

Kind of Aggrcg-a:c l ':-.cd in "\Lmufacture of Block 
---------------- ---·~---------------

E\:p:mdcd Shale S;lJHl and Crushed Rock l'umicc 
-------

!';tinted Unpainted Painted ~_!-:·npainted Painted l'npaintcd 
----- - --~-----~---

Filled Fmpt' Filled Empty Filled Empt' Fillt'd Empty Filled Empq Filled Empty 
-.-----------

0.274 0.286 0.300 0.283 0.403 0.533 0.479 0.554 0.312 0.432 0.355 0.480 

LT ~·. rnn '- 0.3 I 2 0.292 0.31 I 0.270 0.401 0.570 0.491 0.57-1 0.219 0.425 0.369 0.544 
0.281 0.280 0.310 0.290 0.410 0.627 0.51 ') 0.55'1 0.207 0.404 0.412 0.558 

Mean u ... ,max 0.289 0.285 0.307 0.280 0.405 0.577 0.+95 0.561 0.2+6 0.420 0.379 0.527 

Mean time 
lag, Hrs. + +-Yc j + 3 1-Y, 3-Yc 2- 1/2 :l-Ye :1 5 2-Y, 
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the extremitie~ of the encl wall so that encl effects became large. The 
results of the experiments are summarized in Table IV. 

Table IlL-Analysis of Variance of U<>.max as Affected by Characteristics 
of Concrete Block Masonry 

Source of 
vananct· 

Type of aggregate 
used in manufacturing 
the block · 

White paint Vs. no 
paint on outdoor 
surfacr· 

Cores filled Vs. 
cores empty 

Interactions 

Error 

DegrPcs 
of 

freedom 

7 

24 

"f" or 
Mean vanance 
square ratio 

0.14368 182.0 

0.02654 33.6 

0.07048 89.3 

0.01157 14.7 

0.0007896 

Table IV .-Summary of Maximum Heat Gain Rate as Affected by 
Characteristics of Concrete Block Masonry Walls. 

Mean uP,max Mean Time Lag 

Characteristic BTU/Hr.-
Sq. Ft.-Deg/ Percent Hrs. Percent 

White paint on 
outdoor surface 

Painted 0.371 87.2 3.25 90.7 

Unpainted 0.425 100.0 3.58 1000 

Core filling 

~ot filled 0.442 100.0 3.83 100.0 

Filled with light-weight aggregate 0.353 80.0 3.00 78.3 

Aggregate used in 
manufacturing block 

Expandt"d shale 0.291 57.1 4.13 100.0 

Sand and crushed rock 0.509 100.0 2.63 63.6 

Pumice 0.393 77.2 3.50 84.8 
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Further evidence of the effect of the characteristics of concrete 

block masonry on heat gain under two cooled shelters was obtained by 
an analysis of temperature differences existing across the indoor wall 
surface "film" for the special masonry sections in the west wall of the 

cooled shelter. Assuming that the indoor wall mrfaccs of the masonry 
wall surfaces have similar heat transmission characteristics, and that 

indoor air circulation over the surfaces is similar from one section to 
another, the temperature difference across the "film" will be an index 

of heat gain from the wall surface to indoor air at the moment during 
which temperature observations were made. 

Indoor wall surface temperatures were measured with ~0-gauge iron
constantan thermocouple junctions mortared into the surface. Two 
junctions were installed in the indoor surface of each of the I~ ·wall sec

tions. Indoor air temperatures were taken from the trace of a recording 
hygrothermograph near the center of the shelter. 

Data obtained on \ugust I, 2, and 3, 1951, were used to compute 
differences between the indoor surface and indoor air temperature at 
hourly intervals from 1600 to 2030 with the results tabulated in Table 
V. These data were subjected to statistical analysis of variance of tem

perature difference as affected by the factors listed in Table \'. All of 
the indicated factors including the kind of aggregTate used in manu
facturing the block, the use of white masonry paint on the outdoor sur
face, the use of light-weight aggregate for filling the core spaces, maxi
mum outdoor temperature, and hour were found to be significant above 

the 1 percent confidence level. The mean temperature diffe~·ence for 
the lightweight aggregrate concrete block, with cores filled with light
weight aggregate and 2 coats of white masonry paint on the outdoor 
surface was found to be only 22 percent of the mean temperature dif

ference for the block manufactured with sand and crushed rock aggre

gate, cores empty, and the outdoor surface unpainted. 

Heat Gain; Effect of Attic Ventilation 

For shelters "·ith an attic space separated from the cooled ~pace 
below by an insulated ceiling, heat gain from the attic space will be 

proportional to the difference in temperature between the attic space 

and the cooled space. It iis common experience that solar irradiation on 

the roof of the poorly ventilated attics can raise the attic space tempera

ture many degrees above outdoor temperature and cause an appreciable 

increase in heat gain to the cooled space below. If adequate natural 

ventilation of the attic space could keep temperatures therein close to 

outdoor temperatures, heat gain would be reduced. 



Table V.-Analysis of Wall Surface-to-air Temperature Differences. 

Factor ~lean Temp. Diff."' Factor :\lean Temp. Diff . ., 

Degrees F. Percent Degrees .F. Percent 

Aggregate used in mfg. block Hour 

::r: 
Sand and crushed rock 7.61 100.0 1600 1.29 18.1 0 -
Pumice .f.36 57.4 1630 3.02 42.3 -~ 
Expanded shale 3.60 +7.3 \700 3.56 +9.9 

~ 
:::, 
~ 

Paint on outdoor surface 
::::-
~ 

Unpainted 6.73 100.0 17:>0 U8 66.9 "" ::::-
Painted: 2 coats white "" -masonry paint 3.65 54.3 1800 5.6\ 78.'> 

~ 

~ 
Core }'illing -0 

Cores empty 6.\3 100.0 1830 6.26 87.7 
~ 

Cores filled with light-
:::, -. 

weight aggregate ·+.25 69.2 1900 6.88 96.~) ~ 

Date CJ 
:::, 
~ 

3 Aug. (Max.=101 ° F.) 7.03 100.0 1930 6.53 91.6 ~ -"" 2 Aug. (Max.= 96° F.) 5.76 81.9 2000 7.14 100.0 

Aug. (Max.= 92° F.) 2.77 39.4 2030 6.81 95.4 

*t;s-t; 

h,J 
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An experiment was conducted during the !>ummer ol 195~ in the 
attic space of the cooled shelter to study the effect of attic ventilation 
through gable end openings on attic temperatures. A special set ol 
shutters was provided for the louvered opening in the east end gable 
wall. Four attic ventilation treatments were assigned at random to one 
day of each week during the summet for a total of I 0 weeks. These 
treatments consisted of ·i different amounts of attic space ventilation 
varying from complete closure to full opening of gable openings. Statis
tical analysis of the data on attic space temperature at 4:00 p.m. indi
cated that differences among the mean temperatures for each of the 
treatments adjusted for outdoor temperature were significant above the 
I percent confidence level. Differences among the linear regression co
efficients for attic space temperature on outdoor temperature at 4:00 
p.m. were not significant. A graph of maximum attic space temperature 
during the period 2:00 to ·1:00 p.m. ver>us maximum outdoor tempera
tures is shown in Figure 10 for the two extremes of ventilation; namely, 
all openings closed and fully opened. \Yith all openings, the total venti
lation openings amounted to 19 sq. ft. of free opening, or approximately 
1.4 percent of the attic floor area. It is evident that generous ventilation 
of the attic space results in worth·while reduction in temperatures. 
According to Figure 10, a reduction of one-third in heat gain to the 
cooled space from the attic is achieved by full ventilation of the attic 

Fig. 10.-Attic space temperatures in temperature-controlled shelter. 
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space as comparetl to no Yentilation at an outdoor temperature of 
100° F. It will be noted that when outdoor temperatures arc above 
~JR° F., attic temperatures with maximum ventilation are below out
door temperatures due to the cooling effect of the shelter space below. 

Radiant Heating from Metal Roof Coverings 

Cattle in an open, unceiled shelter were exposed to radiant heat 
emission from metal roo£ surfaces heated by solar irradiation. The net 
radiant heat exchange between the surface of an animal and a heated 
metal roof covering will depend on the temperatures and emissivities 
of the surfaces, and the geometry of location and orientation of the 
surfaces with respect to each other. However, one of the factors related 
to the design of the shelter and which can be controlled to reduce ra
diant heat emission from the roof covering to the surface of livestock 
in the shelter, is the height of the roof. If a small surface of the animal 
is considered placed parallel to the heated roof surface and in some 
"typical" position within the shelter, it is possible to compute a "view 
factor'', F,.n, which appears in the expression for the net 1adiant heat 
exchange, gen. ben1·een the cow and roof surfaces, as recommended by 
Hottel (7), page 72, for net heat due to direLt interchange, 

(Equation 2) 

where the -,ubscripts "C" and "R" denote "cow" and "roof," and 

CJ<"It = net exchange, BTU jlu 
e ~urface emissivity, dimensionless 
.\,. .\rea of cow surface under consideration, Slj. ft. 
Fen View factor, cow surface to roof surface, dimen;,ionles~ 
a Stefan-Boltzmann Constant, btu l (sq. ft.) (hr.) 

(deg.R) • = 0.1713 X 10·' 
T .\bsolute temperature ol the surface, deg. R 

It is apparent that only Fen will vary with the geometry of the 
surfaces. Values of Fen can be computed from data by Hottel (7) for 
two parallel surf<tces. This was done for roof heights varying from (j to 

12 ft. above ground :It the ea,·e;, for a shelter similar to the open shelter 
used in these experiments \l"ith the results graphed in Figure II. One 
sq. ft. of cow surface parallel to the roof aml located in the center of 
the shelter at a height of '1 ft. above the ground was taken as the basis 
for the computation of Fn:· 

Only a limited portion of a cow's :,urface will be parallel or nearly 
parallel to the roof surface at any time, but the net heat exchang-e be-
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Assumptions: 
Roof Slope 5/12 
Shelter Size- 26' x 50' 
Cow At Center 

Roof Ht. At Eaves, Ft. 

Fig. I I.-Effect of roof height on view factor in radiant heat emission from roof sur
face to cattle at centeJr of shelter. 

tween two parallel surfaces will be the maximum compared to other 
relative orientations. Hence, Figure ll may be regarded as the relative 
effect of roof height on maximum net radiant heat exchange. It is seen 
from Figure ll that decreasing the height to 6 ft. at the eaves will in
crease maximum radiant heat exchange by approximately 13 percent 
as compared to a "standard" height of 9 ft., while increasing the roof 
height to I 2 ft. will effect a decrease of approximately I 3 percent. 

Another factor in radiant heat exchange which can be controlled 
by selection and treatment of the roof covering is the absorptivity for 
solar irradiation and the emissivity for long wave length or low tempera
ture radiation of metal roof coverings used for livestock shelters. The 
absorptivity for solar radiation of the solar-irradiated side and its film 
coefficient will govern the temperature rise of the roof surface, while 
the emissivity of the other side will govern the radiant heat emission 
to the shelter space and occupants of the shelter. 

ln these experiments, data were collected on the under-surface 
temperatures of aluminum and galvanized steel roof sheets incorporated 
in the roof on the south slope of the open-front shelter. These data were 
obtained with iron-constantan thermocouple junctions soldered to the 
metal sheets. Two recording potentiometers were used with the thermo
couples to obtain continuous traces of temperatures of the metal cover-
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Table VI.-Data on Roof Surface Temperatures, in Degrees Fahrenheit, 
for Two Selected Days. 

T;mc 
June 27-Wind, SSW!0-1[> mph June 28-Wind, S5-10 mph 

rcsn Aluminum Galv. Steel Outdoor Air Aluminum Galv. Steel Outdoor Air 

1:00PM 110 125 92.0 112 128 92.5 
1:20 111 127 92.0 112 127 93.0 
1:40 111 126 93.0 110 125 93.5 
2:00 111 124 93.0 110 124 94.0 
2:20 111 123 93.0 111 124 94.0 
~:40 109 120 93.5 109 121 94.5 
3:00 107 118 94.0 107 118 93.0 
3:20 106 116 94.0 106 117 95.0 
3:40 106 116 94.0 106 115 95.5 
4:00 104 112 94.0 105 113 "5.0 
4:20 103 110 94.0 102 110 94.5 
4:40 100 106 94.0 100 107 94.5 
5:00 99 104 93.5 98 104 94.0 
5:20 97 101 93.0 96 102 94.0 
5:40 95 98 92.5 94 98 94.0 
6:00 93 96 92.0 93 96 94.0 
6:20 91 93 91.5 90 92 93.0 
6:40 89 90 91.0 87 89 92.5 
7:00 87 87 90.0 86 87 92.0 

ings. Data for two selected days are presented in Table Vl. Sol-air 
temperatures of the roof coverings were also computed for the wlar 
irradiation intensities, outdoor air temperatures, and wind conditions 
which prevailed at the time the roofing surface temperatures were mea
surecl. It was found that the temperatures of the metal roofing could 
be plotted as a function of the sol-air temperature to give a linear re
lationship as in Figure 12. It should be noted that under a given combi
nation of outdoor temperature, solar and sky irradiation intensity, and 
wind, the aluminum roof covering will have a lower sol-air temperature 
than galvanized steel since the value of b lfero is higher for the galvanized 
steel. 

From the relationships graphed in Figure 12, roof surface tempera
tures can be estimated for any sol-air temperature within the range 
shown. The total radiant heat emission from the roof covering to the 
shelter space will vary directly with the fourth power of the absolute 
temperature of the roof covering and the emissivity of the covering for 
low-temperature radiation. The effects of emissivity on total radiant 
heat emission based on the temperature data of Figure 12 are shown 
in Figure 13. The low-temperature emissivity of 0.28 used for galvanized 
steel is for "galvanized sheet iron, gray oxidized" at a temperature of 

75° F., listed in McAdams (16), page 476. The emissivity value of 0.22 
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Fig. 12.-Temperatures of metal roofing as a function of sol·air temperature. 

for aluminum roof covering is based on a value of 0.21 (j listed by Mc
Adams (16), page 427, for "Aluminum-surfaced roofing'' at a tempera
ture of I 00° F. 

As illustrated in Figure 13. the total radiant heat emission from 
a 5/12 slope, south-facing roof slope for aluminum roofing with an 
emissivity of 0.22 will be from approximately 70 percent at high inten· 
sity solar irradiation to 77 percent at low intensity solar irradiation of 
the values for galvanized steel roofing with emissivity of 0.28. lt should 
be recognized that emissivities for a given kind of metal roof covering 
can vary depending on surface oxidation, rusting, and discoloration. 

\Vim! speed over the roof is another partially controllable factor 
in radiant heat emission from metal roof coverings to a shelter space. 
\Vind-induced air motion over a heated roof surface results in a greater 
convective cooling rate as compared to still air conditions. An "every
day" illustration of this effect can be observed on a hot, bright summer 
day by standing inside a metal-cmered building. If the outdoor air is 
generally still, but a light bree7e arises, distinct "popping" or "creeping" 
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Conditions: 
Still Air 
to = 95 F. 
E:,Galv. Steel =0.28 
(,Aluminum= 0.22 
Data Of Fig.l3 Apply 

Incident Solar + Sky Irradiation, 
Btu /Sq. Ft.- Hr. 

2/ 

Fig·. 13.-Comparison of radiant heat emission from under surface of galvanized steel 
and aluminum roof coverings. 

sounds can be heard as the metal coyering quickly cools and contracts 
due to the breeze. The roof slope is also of some importance since flat 
roof slopes in the order of 3 jl2 or less will not be swept by winds as 
readily as steeper roof slopes of 5 I 12 to 6 I 12 or greater. 

The effect of wind speed on radiant heat emission from the roof 
on the open livestock shelter used in these experiments is shown in 
Figure 14 as a function of wind speed over the roof surfaces. The data 
for these graphs were computed from the relationships between roof 
~urface temperatures and sol-air temperatures shown in Figure 12. It is 
seen from Figure 14 that for galvanized steel roofing even a comparative-

Fig. 14.-Effect of wind speed on radiant heat emission from under-surface of metal 
roof coYerings. 
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ly light breeze of 8 mph over the roof covering can cause a reduction of 
15 percent in radiant heat emission to the shelter space as compared to 
still air conditions. 

Cow-surface Temperature Studies 

Cow-surface temperature is one index that might be used LO evaluate 
the effect of environment on animal comfort. Other conditions being 
constant, a rise in surface temperature will result in an increase in 
heat gain to the animal's body. fn these experiments data were collected 
on the effects of ambient temperature, air motion, and solar irradiation 
on cow surface temperatures. Temperature observations were made with 
a 20-gauge iron-constantan thermocouple junction on a two-pronged 
holder. The data were collected on a Guernsey, Jersey, .\yrshire, ancl 
Holstein cow in the cool shelter and a similar group in the open shelter. 
All measurements were made during the 1953 summer during six days 
separated by l 0-day intervals. 

Surface Temperatures; Effect of Ambient Temperatures 

A linear regression analysis of skin-surface temperature;, as a func
tion of ambient air temperatures was made for data taken under rela
tively calm air conditions with a mean air speed of 85 fpm (0.97 mph), 
a minimum of 0 fpm and a maximum of 383 fpm (4.35 mph) . The 
regression expression obtained was (t,--ta) =91.35-0.95 t11 , where t, is 
skin-surface temperature, deg. F.; and ta is ambient air temperature. It 
is evident that the skin-to-air temperature gradient becomes zero at 
close to 96° F., and no convective heat transfer occurs ben1·cen the cow's 
surface and the air. 

Surface Temperatures; Effect of Air Motion 

It is well known that air motion over a surface increases the co
efficient of convective heat transfer as compared to still air conditions. 
Dairy cattle in the cooled shelter were apparently able to sense the in
creased cooling effect of the blast from the evaporative cooler and 
learned to select favorable positions in front of it. 

Analysis of five sets of temperature observations on five different 
days on each of the four cows in the cooled shelter while standing in 
the blast from the evaporative cooler gave a mean skin-to-air tempera
ture gradient of 13.4° F. at a mean air velocity of 775 fpm and a mean 
ambient air temperature of 79.3° F. 

\nother analysis has been made by Nelson, et al (21) that evalu· 
ates the effect of air speeds of from 0 to 1000 fpm on the ratio of forced 
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to free convective cooling from cattle surfaces. l<'rom these results it was 
apparent that a wind speed of about 10 mph (880 fpm) can more than 
double the convective cooling rate from surfaces exposed to this air 
speed as compared to still air conditions. 

Cow-surface Temperatures; Effect of Solar Irradiation 

In order to :,tudy the response of dairy cattle surface temperatures 
to solar irradiation combined with summertime outdoor temperatures, 
data were collected on surface temperatures of dairy cattle exposed to 
sunshine during hot summer weather. Observations were made on 4 
cows including a Guernsey, Jersey, Holstein, and Ayrshire on six selected 
days in the period July 3 to August 20, 1953. Surface temperatures 
were measured on the loin at three points reasonably close together for 
the Ayrshire (white), Jersey (lawn), and Guernsey (fawn). Tempera
tures were measured at three points on the loin (black) and at three 
points on the rump (white) of the Holstein. In each insLmce, one set 
of 3 readings each was taken on the hair surface and skin surface, re
spectively, with a ~0-gauge, iron-constantan thermocouple junction on 
a two-prong holder. 

Air temperatures and wind speeds were observed during each group 
of surface temperature readings. Pyrheliometer traces were obtained for 
data on solar irradiation intensity at the time of the obsen·ations .. -\n 
analysis described by i\'elson, r~l a! (22) was made to correlate hair 
surface temperature with ambient temperature, wind speed and solar 
irradiation intensity. This analysis yielded expressions [or hair sUI face 
temperatures for 4 breeds and colors as follows: 

,,·!Jere 
a (b-cV) I L d X (t,) (Equation ;) ) 

t,JJ = hair surface temperature on loin or rump, deg. F. 
V = ;~·ind speed, ft.jmin. 

= solar irradiation intensity, btu/ (sq. h.) (hr.). on a hori
;on ta I surface. 

t., = ambient air temperature, deg. F. 

and the constants a, b, c, and d have the values 111 Table \"II. Results 
of computations of hair surface temperatures according to eq. (3) are 
diagrammed in Figure IS for a set of conditions 1vhich are birly typical 
of hot summer weather in Oklahoma. It is apparent that wind has an 
important effect in reducing temperatures of cattle surfaces exposed to 
strong solar irradiation. 
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Table VII.-Values for Constants in Eq. (6), Surface Temperature of 
Cattle. 

Breed and Color 

Fawn Jersey 
Fawn Guernst"Y 
Black Holst<"in 
White Holstl"in 
White Ayrshire 

.,;Q) 

.... u 
:::> 0 --0 ... 
... :::> 
Q) (f) 
0. 

112 

E a> 

~-~ 106 

a b 

72.:l 0.0381 
74.'l 0.0381 
72.0 0.0581 
70.G 0.0497 
68.:~ 0.0497 

I: 250 Btu/Sq. Ft.-Hr. 
t0 = 97.5 IF. 

EillJIO mph Wind 

0Still Air 

c d 
x10<i 

-------

1.77 0.2461 
1.77 0.2461 
1.77 0.2461 
1.77 0.2461 
1.77 0.2461 

0 
Q)u_ 

g-o 104 
':: ;:; h--~.,1-,--+...,-,--,--

~ ~ 102 

" Usual" Body 
>-r-Jf--.r.-c,..,..j:8d~~r-TI'!"'*'-,h---r-:,__r~r-+rh Temperature 
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Range 

Fig. 15.-Hair surface temperatures of dairy cattle under "typical" hot weather condi
tions. 
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PART II 

Effect of Shelter on Milk Production 

Milk production data were collected and compared for cm,-s kept 
in air-cooled and open-shelter barns in 1950 and 1951. The procedure 
was changed in 1952 and 1953 to include a third group of cows main
tained in open pasture without access to shelter. Physiological data and 
observation of cow'i at grazing time were recorded for the three groups 
in 1953. 

1950 AND 1951 EXPERIMENTS 

Methods 

Twenty cows of four major breeds-Ayrshire, Guermey. Holstein 
and Jersey-were used m !950, and 1 R were used in 1951. The cows 
were paired according to breed, age, si1e, and stage of lactation and 
assigned at random to two 15-acre pastures. One group of cows had 
free access to open shelter and the other group had air-cooled shelter 
except during the milking periods. 

At the start of the experiment each year, the cows "·ere allowed I 0 
days to become accustomed to their new environment. ln 19!10, the ex
periment started on July 2R. The switch-back design v1·as used and the 
cows in the two groups were alternated each 10 days between pa:;tures 
containing the air-cooled and open 'helter. Six 1 0-day periods were 
completed during the I ~J!)O season. In 195 I, a dou ble-reversa I design 
was employed using 21-day periods. The first period started on June 20. 

The cows in both groups were removed twice daily to the University 
dairy barn some 200 yards away for milking. Milking times were 4:00 
a.m. and 4:00 p.m_ The cows were fed grain at milking time according 
to production at the beginning of the experimental period. and the 
same level of feeding was maintained throughout the experiment. The 
concentrate mixture consisted of 4 parts ground milo, 3 parts wheat 
bran, 2 parts ground oats and 1 part cottonseed meal plus I percent 
each of salt, ground limestone, and steamed bone meal. Salt was also 
available ad lib. Holsteins were fed 1 pound of grain for each 4 pounds 
of milk produced daily. Other breeds were fed at the following ratios: 
Ayrshires I :30?; Guernseys I :3: and Jersey 1 :2y2. 

Under the method of feeding used, the cows were overfed as the 
summer and lactation progressed and as production declined. It was 
felt, however, that this method of feeding would prevent any decline 
in production due to lack of feed and if a decline occurred it would 
be due to treatment. 
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After milking, the cows were returned to pasture. The only rough
age the cows received in 1950 was from permanent pasture in which 
the shelters were located. In 1951 the cows were fed silage and alfalfa 
hay free choice, in addition to pasture. The hay racks were refilled 
each morning and fresh silage was fed each evening. 

Results 

:\lilk production was not significantly affected by the air-cooled 
shelter (Figures 16 and 17), although the average production for the 
cows in the open barn was slightly greater in these experiments. In 
1950 the cows averaged 25.6 pounds of milk daily while in the pasture 
containing the air-cooled barn, and 26.0 pounds daily while in the pas
ture containing the open-front shelter. In 1951 milk production aver
aged 29.5 pounds daily from the cows having access to the air-cooled 
barn, and 30.9 pounds daily from cows having access to the open-front 
shelter. A statistical analysis of the 1951 milk production data showed 
no significant difference due to shelter or environment. 

The summers of 1950 and 1951 were cooler than normal and the 
cows preferred to remain outside the shelters. In 1950 the cows entered 
the shelters only to drink water and remained there less than one-half 
hour per day between 9:00 a.m. and 6:0() p.m. The maximum outdoor 
temperature was 97° F. during the experimental period. It was ob
served that the cows preferred the shade of trees in the pasture to 
either the air-cooled barn or the shade within the open-front shelter. 
The trees were fenced off after the 1950 experiment. In 1951 the 
highest temperature was 100° F., which was recorded on August 3. 

1952 AND 1953 EXPERIMENTS 

Methods 

Since no difference in milk production was observed the first two 
years, the experiment was changed to include a group of cows which 
were maintained without access to shelter of any kind. The third 
group of cows was added by equally dividing the 30-acre pasture into 
three smaller pastures of approximately 10 acres each. 

Four cows, one each of the four breeds, Ayrshire, Guernsey, Hol
stein and Jersey, were included in each of the three pastures. An at
tempt was made to select cows that were in heavy production so that 
maximum stress would be exerted. 

The cows in Pasture I were enclosed in the air-cooled barn after 
the morning milking and remained there until after the evening milk-
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Fig·. li.-Awrag~t milk production (lbs.;day;cow) and temperature record during the 
1951 test period. As in 1950, milk production between groups was not signifi
cantly different. Breaks in lines of production records indicate change-over 
periods in the double-reversal treatments. \Iechankal difficulties were respon
sible for the hreak in the temp~rature line shown for the air-cooled barn. 

ing .. \.t night the cows had free access to the air-cooled barn and the 
pasture. The cows in Pa~ture II hacl free access to the open shed and 
pasture at all times. The cows in Pasture III were placed in an open 
pasture 1rithout ~helter day or night, except for milking time. 

The cows were not rotated among pastures as in the previous ex
periments. .-\lfalfa hay and silage were fed ad lib. Concentrates were 
fed according to milk production levels at the beginning of the experi
ment. Feeding rates were the same as in the previous years. 

The trials started on June I in 1952 and June 7 in 1953. Both 
trials lasted continuously for 90 days. 
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Results 

Milk Production.-In 1952, the average daily milk production dur
ing the 90-day period was 27.4, 28.2, and 29.0 pounds for the cows in 
Pas LUres I, II, and III, respectively. Results of milk production are 
summarized in Figure 18. The slightly lower performance of the cows 
in Pasture I was due chiefly to one cow whose lack of persistency in 
milk production affected the group average. This was attributed to 

the inherent make-up of the cmv since she performed similarly in prior 
and subsequent lactations. 

In 1953, the average milk production for the 90-day period was 
34.3, 31.7, and 33.8 for the cows in Pastures I, II, and III. respectively. 
Results are summarized in Figure 19. 

Fi~. 18.-Production and temperature l'Ccords for 1952. Average milk production per 
cow was essentially the same for the three groups. Maximum open-barn tem
perature was almost identical to open pasture. Broken line indicate~ mechani
cal failure o[ recorder. 
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Fig. 19.-Production and temperature records of 1953. As in previous years, milk 
production was not significantly different between groups. Temperatures 
avuaged somewhat higher in 1953 than in previous years. Broken lines in
dicate mechanical failure of recorder. 

Statistical treatmen l of this data employing the analysis of variance 
(33) showed no significant difference, at the 5 percent level of proba

bili t\. betweC'n groups c1 ue to treatment or between breeds. 

Weather Conditions.--\Veather conditions during the summer of 
1953 more nearly approached the usual warm weather in Oklahoma, 
although it was not an extremely hot summer as is quite often exper
ienced in this state. 

There were 13 clays during the 90-day experimental period in 
which the maximum temperature exceeclell 100° F. There were also 
some "cool'· days. 
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The di~tribution of variations in maximum daily temperatures 
reached during the experimental period was as follows: 

Range ~Iaximum Temperature 

100.0' r. ·- 107.0° F. 
95.0 995 
90.0 94.5 
H'i.O 89.:) 
80.0 R4.:> 
75.0 795 
10.0 7Li 

lklm1· 70.0 

Number of Days 

13 
L) 
23 
~I 
II 
4 
3 
I 

89 

The temperature on September 4, 1953, the last day of the experi
mental period was not reconled. The mean of the maximum tempera
tures d ming the H~J days recorded was 83.6° F. in the air-cooled barn, 
90.0° F. in the open shed, and 90.8° F. in the pasture. The mean of the 
minimum temperatures was 73.9° F., 70.8° F. and 70.5" ·F., respectively. 
From the abme averages it is seen that the advantage of the air-cooling 
in lowering the maximum temperature was only about 7° F. This dif
ference between ::yerages wa~ narrowed by the days of lower maximum 
temperatures. Had there been more days of high maximum tempera
tures, the ayerage differences would have been wider. For example, on 
the day it was 107 F. in the open pasture, the maximum reached in the 
air-cooled barn "·as 8(),()0 F. The differences between the mean tempera
ture would ;Jctually be greater during the warm daylight hours, how
C\·er, since the maximum temperature in the air-cooled barn was often 
attained in the earh morning hours. The mean hourly temperature 
and humidity readings fm the 1953 ~ummer experimental period is 
found in Figure ~0. This graph includes the temperatures in the air
cooled barn. open shed, and the open pasture. The graph also includes 
the relatiw humidities under the same three conditions. 

From this graph it is readily seen from the open-pasture measure
ments that Oklahoma maximum summer temperatures are accompanied 
with a low relative humidity. It is also seen that the night-time tem
peratures are "cool" as compared to clav-time readings, particularly 
from 11:00 a.m. to li:OO p.m. 

It is abo important to note that although lower maximum tempera
tures were maintained in the air-cooled barn than in the open shed or 
pasture during the warm day-time hours, the relative humidity was 
considerablY higher due to the moisture from the evaporati\·e cooler. 
During the coolest night-time hours however, the reverse is true since 
the enclosed harn did not cool down as low as the open-front barn or 
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the open pasture and the humidity did not rise as high. Under open-air 
conditions in Oklahoma the relative humidity reaches 80-90 percent on 
the average during the cool early morning hours and drops to 40-45 per
cent during the hot afternoon. 

Feed Consumption. 

Grain-Grain was fed according to milk production at the be
ginning of the experiment and the same amount was offered each cow 
throughout the entire experimental period. Although this meant that 
the cows were overfed during the latter stages of the experiment, it elimi
nated the possibility of lowered milk production due to lack of nutri
ents. \\'cigh backs were recorded each <lay and the percent of the 
grain offered that was refused by the cows amounted to 0.0, 2.0, and 
5.2 percent lor Groups 1, 11, and Ill, respectively. The cows in Group 
111 consumed slightly less concentrate percentagewise. This can probab
ly be attributed to treatment, but fee<l consumption was still adequate 
to meet the nutrient needs of the cm1·s and maintain production equal 
to the other groups. 

Pastur!'-The cows 111 Group I were allowed to graze at will after 
the evening milking until they were removed from the pasture for the 
morning milking. The cows in Groups II and III had access to their 
pastures at all times except during the milking periods. Since the pas
ture consisted of native grasses only, it would not be considered to have 
a wrv g-reat effect on differences in milk production between the 
groups of cmrs. 

Hay-Alfalfa hay was fed ad lib. to the cows in each group. It 
11·as placed in the mangers each morning. Enough was fed so that there 
were some weigh backs each day. The amounts consumed b; the cows 
til each group are shown in Figure 21. 

Silagc--Crain sorghum silage was placed in outside feed bunks each 
e\ening while the cows were being milked. A constant amount was feel 
the first 10 days of the experiment after which the amounts were gradu
ally incre:tsed until some refusal was recorded each tlay. This was 
achieved on the 30th day of the experiment. The average silage con
;,umption ol the cows by g-roups is also found in Figure 21. 

It is readily seen here that as the silage consumption increased, the 
consumption of hay decreased. The increase in daily silage consump
tion no doubt was also affected by the maturing of the pasture grasses 
as the summer progressed. 
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Fig. 21.-Average silage and alllalfa hay consumption per cow for each of the three 
groups in 1953. After the tenth day, silage was fed ad lib. and as silage con
sumption increased, hay consumption was reducerl. 

The lower amount offered during the early stage' of the experi
ment may have contributed to the decrease in daily milk production at 
that time. 

Water Consumption.--vVater consumption by the different groups 
was recorded each clay in gallons, and was determined h\ attaching 
water meters to the lines feeding \Vater to the tanks. The ~n erage daily 
water consumed per cow in each group through the 90-day experimental 
period was 14.7, 13.8, and 18.2 gallons for the cows in the Groups I 
(air-coolecl barn); II (open shed) and III (no shelter), respectively. 
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The dail) v\'ater consumption per group was correlated with the 
daily maximum temperatures for the three groups and the correlation 
coefficient "·as 0. J:). O.:JG, ~md 0.5/J for Croups I. ll, and I I I. respectively. 
The differcn< es in water consumption by the three groups "·ere statis
tically signilic;tllt at the 5 percent level of probability. 

During :t ninc-d:ty :?!-hour watch the cm1·s in Croups II and Ill 
drank 4.·1 and t.:\ times per day. on the a1erage. 

Physiological Data.-Hody temperatures, pulse rates, and re.spiratory 
rates of all cows were recorded daily during the fourth year experiment. 
All values were determined by the same m>rker throughout an KO-da; 
period beginning June 17, 1953. The data were collected in the same 
sequence each day as follows: Respiration rates lor the cows in Groups 
111,11, and I, respectively, starting at 1:30 p.m. Three, 30-second counts 
were made, doubled and recorded as number of respirations per minute. 
The three values were later averaged. The pulse rates were determined 
from the caudal artery in the tail and the rectal temperattlre was deter
mined with a 5-inch w·tcrinary clinical thermometer. The sequence em
ployed for the latter two values was Croup I, II .ami III. respectively. 
Collection ol these data was completed by approximately 3:00 p.m. 
The <t\'eraRe \ :tlues obtained in this study arc summari;cd :t.'> follows: 

Respiration lCtlcs \littult· 
1\odv Temperature 
l'ulsc Rates j:\finutc 

Group I Group II Group III 
Statistical 
Sig·nificance* 

(ifUi 
lOLli" F. 
/1.0 

fil.H 74.1 '\on-si~nificanr 
101.:-,' F. II!~ A F. Si~nificant 
70.!1 74.8 Non-significant 

*.-\nalysis of \'ariancc <Jt .1 pnccnt lew! of probability 

During a five-day period lrom August 25 to 29 the same data were 
collected by the above methods, st;trting at 3:00 a.m. The results arc 
.surnmari1ed below: 

l{espiration Rates.' :\linurc 
1\od \' . rem JK'Lt lll n· 
l'u!sc Rat:·, \!inure 

Group 1 Group 11 Group Ill 

~n.t> 
101.0 F. 
-~ 0 I :L~-, 

1:2.9 
100./'T. 
(JH.2 

47.6 
IOU F. 
7:!.1 

Statistical 
Significance* 

Non-significan r 
Sigt1ificant 
'\on-significant 

These dat:t ;nc within the range of results obtained bv other workers 

and have been reviewed by Findlav (5) and \I cDowell ( 17). It is 
shown that the d:t' -time re'>pira tion rates and borh temperatures are 
increased \\·hen compared to the night-time values ;md that pulse rates 
are relati\ely unallccted I)\ day-time temperatures. ,\ stati~tically sig

nificant difference between groups \\'as found in the body temperatures 
or the cows, whereas the difference between groups for pulse rate:s and 
respiration rates were stati~ticalh non-significant. Since the body tem-
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peratures of the cows in different groups were significantly different at 
both daytime and nighttime measurements this would indicate that these 
were individual cow differences. On the other hand the higher body 
temperatures and respiration rates of the cows in Group III at nighttime 
may have possibly been a carryover of the distress of daytime treatment. 

Study of Cows' Time.-The cows were observed for nine days to 
study how they spent dtflir time. The nine days studied were selected 
at random according to a 'prearranged schedule. Groups JI and III were 
watched both day and night, while the cows in Group I were observed 
during the period after the evening milking and before the morning 
milking, only. 

The results of this >tudy are summarited in the following table: 

Observation 
Group I Group II Group III 

Cooled Bam Open Shed No Shelter 

(Average timejcow /per day in hours) 
Total time grazing 'i.l'i 4.57 

Evening and 
night-time grazing 

Time at hay manger 

l'ime at silage bunk 

Time spent standing 
at rest 

Time spent lying 
down 

Time spent in shed 

Time spent in &heel 
during daylight hours 

Total time in shade 

Total time cows 
were observed 

'Based on () days obscn at ion 

3.01 2.9:) 1.83 

l.3H 1.48 

1.30 1.67 

,).02 ;),13 

7.70 7.6:) 

L3:) 

4.28 

;).88 

20.:):) 20.50 

Remarks 

AJter :):30---6:00 p.m. to 
4:00 a.n1. 

Practically all hay eating 
was during period after 
a.m. milking and before 
p.m. milking 

Most silage eating was 
during evening and night 

88 minutes standing at 
rest: 90 minutes lying 
down; and 83 minutes at 
hay manger 

Represents approximate 
period between :):30 a.n1. 
and 4:00 p.m. 

257 minutes inside shed; 
and 96 minutes Ill shade 
of shed* 

Remaining· time cows 
were at milk barn 
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The cows in Group III which had no shelter made every possible 
attempt to seek shade. During the hottest days they were frequently 
observed placing their noses and faces in the shade of fence posts. They 
would also seek shade at the hay manger or silage bunk. The latter 
were of low construction and placed with their long axes to the east 
and west so that little or no shade would be available to the cows. 

Some cows in both Group 11 and Group Ill were observed to stand 
often for long periods of time with their heads and necks extended 
above the water in their water tanks. They would not be drinking but 
would stand in this manner and evidently gained some beneficial effect 
from evaporation o( the water in the tanks. 

The cows in Group II spent more total time grazing than did 
those in Group III. The cows in Group Ill spent more time grazing in 
daylight hours, howeyer. 

PART III 

Economic Analysis 

The foregoing results indicate that cooling of dairy cattle shelters 
by evaporative cooling is not promising as a means of profitably in
creasing milk production under Oklahoma conditions. It further ap
pears that if milk production is to be increased by improved hot weather 
shelter, refrigerative-type cooling equipment would be required to 
maintain more or less constant temperatures in the shelter at a lower 
temperature than can be produced with evaporative cooling equipment. 
It should be noted that the cooling effect obtainable by e\·aporative 
cooling depends primarily on outdoor weather conditions, whereas any 
desired temperature level can be maintained with reirigerative-type 
equipment if adequate capacity is available. 

An economic analysis was made to estimate the increases in milk 
production that would be required to make cooling of a daiq cattle 
shelter with refrigerative equipment worthwhile. 

On the basis of this analysis, the prospects of increased returns 
from cooling dairy cattle shelters under present circumstances in Okla
homa are not particularly attractive. The added milk production 
needed per year just to offset the extra costs of providing cool shelter 
are diagramed in Figure 22. Milk prices of $4, $5, and S6jcwt are 
considered. 
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Even with milk at $6jcwt., and a cooling requirement of only 1000 
hours per year, approximately 700 lbs. of milk per year would be re
quired to justify the cool shelter. For a cow which produces an average 
of 800 lbs. of whole milk per month, and a 4-month cooling period 
(June, July, August, and September) an average increase in production 

of (700XIOO) .. · (4XROO) -=21.88 percent would be required during these 
four months. 

The question about this increase would be: '·Vould the 75° F. cool 
~helter result in an increase in production of at least 20 percent by 
high-producing dairy cows over an environment comparable to an 85° F. 
constant temperature? This increase would need to be obtained with
out additional feed, or expenses other than the cost of maintaining the 
cool shelter at 75° F. during the hot months; and the milk would need 
to bring an average price of $6 per cwt. Under 1956 conditions (cf. 
Jacob, ( 1 0) pp. 99-10 l) , a whole milk price of $4 per cwt. is representa· 
tive, with a national average annual production per cow of approxi
matelv 6.000 lbs. per year. 

SUMMARY 

Two dairy cattle loafing shelters were erected and used for experi
ments on summer temperature control as a means of improving com
fort for lactating dairy cattle during hot summer weather. One of the 
shelters was a completely enclosed and insulated masonry shelter equip
ped with an evaporative cooler and ventilating fans. The other was a 
typical open-front shelter. 

Experiments were conducted during four summers. Data were col
lected on temperature, humidity, and air motion in the shelters. Heat 
gain to shelter interiors through six kinds of concrete block masonry 
wall construction and two kinds of metal roof covering was evaluated. 
Power use for evaporative cooling as influenced by outdoor tempera
ture and by use of supplementary cooling equipment was studied. 

Data on sol-air temperatures for concrete block masonry surfaces 
and metal roof coverings were obtained with a sol-air thermometer. 
These daw were correlated with surface temperatures and heat gain 
through concrete block masonry and radiant heat emission from metal 
roof coverings. The effects of ambient temperature air movement, ami 
solar irradiation on surface temperatures of dairy cattle were stuclic,:. 
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The loafing shelters were testCtl lor four consecutive ,ummers to 
determine their effect on actual milk production using small groUjh of 
1vell~fed, high~proclucing COI\S. High levels of productinn 1rere main~ 
tained in all groups, including one group 11·ithout shelter. :'\cl large 
differences among groups \\Tte obsen·ed which could be attributed to 

the type of shelter or environment prm ided. An analysi., ol milk pro~ 

d uction < Lt t a sho11·ed the observed differences among grou Jl' to be of 
no sLltistical di!Jerence at the !J percent level of probabilitY. 

The cows in the air~cooled barn and the open shelter appeared to 

be much more comfortable titan the cows without shelter. Observa~ 

Lions indicated that cows preferred shade outside rather th;ut inside 

the shelters. 
,\n economic ana lysis was macle to determine milk product ion ami 

price levels at which summer~time cooling of shelters could become 
economically feasible. 
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